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Abstract 

This document describes how to use the encrypted form functionalities which was developed as 
part of the project mw18. For more information about the rationale of the choice made prior the 
implementation please consult the specifications. This document assumes the reader is familiar 
with public key cryptography concepts as well how classic web forms works. 
 
STATUS:  v1.2.0  
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Introduction 
 
Web forms are a very common feature that serves as an interaction point between an end user 
and a service that capture information. Web forms can be used in a wide range of contexts, 
from a simple website signup form, to an official administrative form that mimics its original 
paper counterpart. 
 
Most of the time the data is sent by the end user browser to a web server. The web server 
validate the data and store it in a database. This data can then be accessed by another user or 
service. It is common to secure a form by implementing some sort of authentication system, 
transport layer security (TLS/SSL) and encryption for data at rest. However there is no native 
standard solution to provide end to end encryption: it is possible for an attacker to eavesdrop on 
the data in use (e.g. with an access to the database system), or data in motion (e.g. with a 
forged TLS certificate). 
 
The goal of this feature is to provide an end to end encrypted web form solution. In a nutshell it 
will allow a data recipient to define, sign and host a form on a web server. Then when an end 
user visit this web server, the Mailvelope web extension will verify the form signature and render 
the form in a secure container. The user will fill it up and the data will then validated, signed and 
encrypted by the Mailvelope web extension. Finally the encrypted form data will be sent to a 
given URL. The data can then be accessed, verified and decrypted by the recipient. 
 

 

Fig. simplified overview of the different actors, systems and and the data flow 
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For the sake of simplicity we will assume three types of actors: 
 

● The form data sender: the user visiting the site where the form is located and that will 
input, encrypt and submit the data. 

● The form hosting service: the application, service and/or administrator in charge of 
hosting the form and collecting the form data. They should not have access to the 
decrypted data. 

● The form data recipient: the application, service or person that defines what data 
needs to be captured and will access the data later. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. Overall solution use case diagram 
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Sending encrypted data using a form 

Pre-requisites 

In order to test the encrypted forms from the form data sender you will need the following 
components: 

1. Firefox or Chrome with Mailvelope web extension installed. Version 3.0 of Mailvelope is 
required for the encrypted forms feature which is available in the Chrome Web Store and 
at addons.mozilla.org. 

2. A web server hosting a valid OpenPGP forms. To get started you can use 
https://demo.mailvelope.com/form, to test some pre-build forms and common error 
cases. 

3. The public OpenPGP key of the form data recipient: it will be used respectively to verify 
the signature as well as encrypt the form data. In the case of the demo, you will need the 
public key of test@mailvelope.com. 

4. The secret OpenPGP key of the form data sender: it will be used to sign the form data. 
You can generate or import one using Mailvelope (see bellow). 

 

Mailvelope configuration 

Enable the provider 

You will need to add the domain you are planning to use to the email provider watch list: 

1. Click on Mailvelope icon in the top right corner, advanced options, manage email providers.  
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https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/kajibbejlbohfaggdiogboambcijhkke
https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/addon/mailvelope/
https://demo.mailvelope.com/form
mailto:test@mailvelope.com


2. Click on an existing entry to edit, or add a new one with the corresponding url.  
 

 
 
3. Make sure the email provider is enabled, that the domain pattern match the one you are 
planning to use. Also make sure that the API flag is enabled. 
 

 
 

Add the recipient public key and sender secret key 

A form entry will be encrypted for a given recipient. You need to make sure the key for that 
recipient is available in the keyring. In the top navigation menu head to keyring management, 
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then import key. Mailvelope also supports automatic recipient key discovery via the Mailvelope 
Key Server or WKD (Web Key Directory). 
 
Here is the public key used for the demo. 

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK----- 
Comment: GPGTools - https://gpgtools.org 
 
mI0EVLjbuwEEAL1urQHQ4fDj6RjTz1Z9QNHm1J+GERkDkAPpP9boHnxMNUrI89yR 
iTOMlQBsfyO/nkedGOV32xrWqlTCemEhGtss9yv62SYoR/ZqXYTc0o14p73o13/w 
q+4fH0lcHJQCspfmMzJ9kwuxVU1BvceOtrpwFVAD/dl8pdjdcPH9SWiPABEBAAG0 
IkFQSSBUZXN0IEtleSA8dGVzdEBtYWlsdmVsb3BlLmNvbT6IsgQQAQgAJgUCVLjb 
uwYLCQgHAwIJEPEdsSUMPD8bBBUIAgoDFgIBAhsDAh4BAACwHwP/SGVDK7INHLM0 
rfkFVZs4GmVkInZCEynHdC2b0vAniRwQK9bVIT0jPnIObEQpJ+MFGuRmCQ5MG3W+ 
bf07Hlwgv025n10LclIFHjUabGKSqww0Pv+V+GHus6IndBx2KKH4A7iOJC4sG0mO 
eAh665gXRgbxb7EFFgk4oMM4dCFlcze4jQRUuNu7AQQAqpCpgH3qPSKbpttbpPLt 
3FKqlYgxtVSc5tUJNsVqmz41IuQrcbkgcKS6dKnSied7oFL5CuN8iNhtuFXDrQ7M 
ptQkne50lpjevps8otyeCcc1GpSgni1FSoaCZBNb7OqOwx5K2g9SPKxKcQqu4kxy 
kRbxDRvOynutozIWNxSeXH8AEQEAAYifBBgBCAATBQJUuNu7CRDxHbElDDw/GwIb 
DAAAtmsD/0uDyFMNAf+R58jAqlnmS+tTsSlSvZWwA7GiMSHYo+VQBF+WcP+Ndkvj 
TRr3YEhHyZry/eLifuSpwat6r1iWvqmGmcaD5LJXqokzVxuw6C7eRVnoALxpofcO 
eYJNRnVpdrqgu7iU+k7+e4WaiLwHsCoTho+xiEM0ibmIaSG+8ijN 
=aTaf 
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK----- 

 
Similarly you you will need to generate a private/public key pair of the form data sender in order 
to be able to send the encrypted form data. 
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Security considerations 

When using a form most of the security aspects are taken care for the user. For example there 
is a limit in the number of private key operations that one can perform using Mailvelope. This is 
an already existing feature, which prevent guessing the secret key using timing attacks. 

Another example: the web page hosting the form never sees the data in clear text. The user can 
verify that the form is rendered in the Mailvelope secure iframe using the (customizable) security 
background. No external iframe, inline JavaScript or CSS can run inside this iframe.  

Similarly it is not mandatory for the web page to see the armored data. In fact it will only see the 
armored data if this is the behavior selected by the form creator (see “defining a form 
destination” in the next sections for more information). 

 
Fig. simple form with URL destination set to demo.mailvelope.com 
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However there are some aspects where the user must remain vigilant, mostly where the data 
will be sent, for who it will be encrypted. This is why this information is prominently displayed 
next to the submit button. 

The user can also leverage existing security features of Mailvelope, such as the audit log to get 
a trace of the cryptographic operations that took place when using the forms. 
 

 
Fig. example of security log 

 

Building a form 

Pre-requisites 

1. If you are planning to build your own form, you will need the secret OpenPGP key of the 
form data recipient. It will be used to sign the form HTML.  

2. An html editor, and a command line interface to run the sample grunt utility tool (or 
gnupg) to complete the process of signing the form HTML. 

 

Introduction to form format 

Encrypted forms make use of a custom HTML component which is enabled by the Mailvelope 
client API. In a nutshell it looks like a standard HTML form, wrapped inside a script tag, wrapped 
in custom HTML tag that includes an OpenPGP signature. 
 

<openpgp-encrypted-form id="example" signature="fee...gF3j/SfcA===y7zb"> 
<script type="text/template"> 
  <form data-recipient="test@mailvelope.com" class="needs-validation"> 
    <div class="form-group"> 
      <label for="simple">How are you?</label> 
      <div class="input-group"> 
        <input type="text" name="simple" class="form-control"> 
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      </div> 
    </div> 
  </form> 
</script> 
</openpgp-encrypted-form> 

 
The example above will be rendered as a simple form with one text input. 

 
 
In the following sections we will review in detail the capabilities and limitations for each of these 
different sections, starting with the HTML content of the form and up to the 
openpgp-encrypted-form tag. 
 

Define form HTML and inputs 

In order to be valid OpenPGP encrypted form, the form HTML must contain at least one input 
field with its name set. All inputs that do not have a name property set will be ignored when 
encrypting the data, just like a regular form submission. 
 
The list of HTML tag that can be used is limited to the following list: <bdi>, <bdo>, <br>, 
<datalist>, <div>, <fieldset>, <form>, <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <h4>, <h5>, <h6>, 

<i>, <input>, <img>, <label>, <legend>, <optgroup>, <option>, <p>, <select>, 

<small>, <span>, <strong>, <textarea>.  
 
For security reasons it is not possible to use links, image, script or object tags for example. Also 
note that button tags and input tag type buttons are not supported. The “submit” input / button 
does not need to be included and it will be added by Mailvelope.  
 
Similarly, only the following attributes are allowed: accesskey, class, dir, hidden, id, 
lang, tabindex, title, name, alt,checked, dirname, disabled, for, required, 
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list, max, maxlength, min, multiple,name, pattern, placeholder, readonly, 

required, src, size, step, type, value and the custom data attributes data-action, 
data-recipient. 
 
Unsupported tags and properties will be filtered out by Mailvelope web extension prior to 
rendering the form. 
 

Defining validation rules 

Since the native browser HTML validation is not announced to screen readers, the only 
validation supported at the moment is via Bootstrap 4.x form custom validation styles. You can 
read more about how it on the official Bootstrap documentation. 
 

Important: This validation is used to help a non malicious client provide information in the 
right format. It can not be relied on to ensure the validity of the data for the recipient. See 
“decrypting the form data” section for more information. 

 
In a nutshell it works as follow: 

● HTML5 form validation properties and rule apply. For example you may use the 
required property to mark a form field as mandatory or the pattern property to specify 
the regular expression that will be used for validating a given input. 

● HTML form validation results is applied via CSS’s two pseudo-classes, :invalid and 
:valid. It applies to <input>, <select>, and <textarea> elements. 

● Bootstrap scopes the :invalid and :valid styles to parent .was-validated class, 
usually applied to the <form>. 

● The combination of the was-validated class and CSS pseudo class is used to determine 
which success or error feedback messages will be shown. 

 
For example, below the .invalid-feedback will be shown if input is marked as invalid and 
form class .was-validated is present. One need to disable the native validation message 
using the “novalidate” property on the form tag. 
 

<form class="needs-validation" novalidate> 
  <label for="fname">First name</label> 
  <input name="fname" type="email"  
         pattern="[a-z0-9._%+-]+@[a-z0-9.-]+\.[a-z]{2,4}$" required/> 
  <div class="invalid-feedback"> 
    Please choose a username, it should be a valid email address. 
  </div> 
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https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/components/forms/#validation


</form> 

 

Styling the form (Optional)  

The form can be styled using HTML that follows Bootstrap 4.x styleguide. While it is not possible 
to change the entire look and feel, it gives some flexibility with regards to the form layout and 
the sizes of the elements.  
 
For example the following would create a row with the two text input displayed next to each 
other: 
 

<div class="form-row"> 
  <div class="col"> 
    <input type="text" class="form-control" name="fname" placeholder="First name"> 
  </div> 
  <div class="col"> 
    <input type="text" class="form-control" name="lname" placeholder="Last name"> 
  </div> 
</div> 

 
Fig. example of complex form layout. 
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Defining a form recipient 

A form recipient must be provided. A form recipient is identified by its email address. It needs to 
be specified in the ‘data-recipient’ property of the form tag. This mandatory property defines 
for who the form data should be encrypted for. 
 

<form data-recipient="test@mailvelope.com"> 
  ... 
</form> 

 

Defining a form destination 

Once the data are encrypted for the recipient, they need to be sent somewhere. Several options 
are available and controlled by the optional custom property ‘data-url’. This property can have 
the following values: 

● Empty: if left empty the encrypted message will be returned to the page itself. This can 
be useful if you want to use encrypted forms in a single page JavaScript application for 
example. You can receive the data in JavaScript as follow: 

● URL: if a url is defined the encrypted form data will be sent there, using a HTTP POST 
operation. 

 

Important: Please note that both the destination url must be set to use HTTPS. 

 
Example on how to capture the results in JavaScript: 
 

const pgpForm = document.getElementById("demoForm"); 
 
// Listen to encryption complete event 
pgpForm.addEventListener('encrypt', function (event) { 
    console.log(event.detail.armoredData); 
}); 
 
// Listen to error event 
pgpForm.addEventListener('error', function (error) {  
   console.error(error)  
}; 
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Defining a form data format (Optional)  

Several options are available to convert the form data in a convenient format you want to work 
with, using the optional data-enctype property in the form tag: 

● URL: by default it will use the application/x-www-form-urlencoded format like a regular 
form. 

● JSON: the form data will be formatted as a valid JSON document composed of an array 
with name:value objects. Names are not necessarily unique: this is required as to 
support multiple items with the same name (for example: multiple files uploaded as part 
of the same file input). 

● HTML:  the form data is returned as HTML code, with the form definition tags and the 
associated user input as properties. This method would allow printing the form results for 
example. 

 
Here are examples of the output after decryption, in the different supported formats, for the 
following given form: 
 

<form data-enctype="json"> 
  <input type="text" name="fname"> 
  <input type="text" name="lname"> 
</form> 

Form Definition 

fname=ada&lname=lovelace Url output 

[ 
   { 
     "fname": "ada" 
   },{ 
     "lname": "lovelace" 
   }, 
] 

Json output 

<form data-enctype="html"> 
  <input type="text" name="fname" value="ada"> 
  <input type="text" name="lname" value="lovelace"> 
</form> 

HTML Output 

 

Minifying and wrapping the form HTML to make it immutable 

Important: Please note that this section discuss immutability from browser interference point 
of view. The signature, described in the next section, is responsible for the integrity of the 
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form definition from a cryptographic perspective. 

 
The form definition must be accessible by the web extension in a way that can’t be mutated by 
the browser. Indeed each browser may have different DOM interpretation of the raw HTML code 
and therefore equivalent but not exactly equal version of the HTMLElementObject.innerHTML. 
Moreover browser discrepancy is a challenge since the form is included in another HTML 
document (the page serving the form).  
 
To avoid mutability due to the DOM the form definition must be wrapped in a “text/template” 
script tag: 
 

<script type="text/template"><form ...>...</form></script> 

 
Similarly we recommend minifying the content of the form tag, to prevent any changes in spaces 
or tabs (for example by a developer IDE automatically indenting the code) to affect the final 
signature. This step is not mandatory but will reduce the risks of signature verification errors. 
 
This minification and wrapping the form tag is done automatically if you are using the JavaScript 
command line tool to sign the the form (see next section). 
 

Signing the form 

The last step to get a complete form would be to build the openpgp-encrypted-form tag. It can 
be done manually, by generating a detached signature using GnuPG for example, and copy 
pasting the content in the signature property of the openpgp-encrypted-form tag. 
 

Important: When signing manually you should sign the content inside the <script> 
template defined in the previous section, e.g. the <form> tag and it’s children. 
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Alternatively a JavaScript command line tool that uses the task runner Grunt is provided to 
speed up the process.

 

grunt build\ 
  --seckey=tests/fixtures/keys/0C3C3F1B.sec.asc\ 
  --origin=tests/fixtures/forms/success/\ 
  --destination=tests/tmp\ 

 
Using the origin option you can define where your html files are located. These files should 
only contain your form tag (no need to wrap it around script, this tool will do it for you). If you 
look at the example, you can see that this tool can also perform additional tasks: 
 

● HTML W3C validation: this steps makes sure you are signing a valid HTML form. 
● Minification: this steps help ensure the form immutability. 

 
You can see an example of error triggered by the task runner due to HTML validation error: 
 

<!-- it’s not valid to embed a form in another form --> 
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<form> 
<form> 

     <input type="invalid"/> 
</form> 

</form> 

 

 
The following options are available: 
 

Option Type  

--seckey String A file path where the key for signing is located. 

--passphrase String A the passphrase to decrypt the signing key if needed. If 
key is encrypted and passphrase is empty a password 
prompt will be shown. 

--origin String A directory where the origin html forms are located 

--destination String A directory where the minified and signed for will be 
placed. 
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--document Boolean If you want to output a full HTML document or only the 
openpgp-encrypted-form tag. 

--clean Boolean Weather you want to delete the destination folder prior 
build. 
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Hosting a form and collecting data 
 
The solutions to use or build a form defined in the previous sections are independent of any 
server backend. You will most likely need to build an application that responds to GET request 
to provide a page with the form HTML, and another endpoint to capture data sent using a POST 
to the url. The implementation of the server components will depend of the intended use cases. 
You can find a simple example on Mailvelope demo repository. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. Example of a simple data model that could be used to store the data 
 
 
Just like normal forms you can use any technology to collect the data, however it there are 
some additional configuration and security aspects to consider when building and hosting the 
form backend. 
 

Server configuration 

● The page is responsible for handling that some requirements are met. For example 
it is the page responsibility to indicate that the JavaScript must be enabled, that the 
Mailvelope extension must be installed, etc. Check out an example. 

● Make sure your page contain a polyfill for window.customElement in your page 
script if you are planning to support browsers versions that do only support this feature 
behind a flag (like Firefox 60). Check out the example. 
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https://github.com/mailvelope/mailvelope-api-test/blob/feature/encrypted-forms/public/javascripts/form-test.js
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● Adjust upload size limit. The size of the request containing the encrypted data will be 
significantly larger than a traditional HTTP POST request. This will be especially true if 
your form allow file upload. Review and set the appropriate request size limit on your 
server configuration. 

 

Security considerations 

● The form page and form data destination must be served under HTTPS. Even if the 
form definition is signed and the sent data encrypted, using SSL is needed help prevent 
an attacker to get access to the encrypted data. This is especially important when the 
encrypted data is returned to the page. 

 
● Authenticate the users according to your needs. While there is no obligation to 

authenticate the users prior of them filling in the form (like say a secure contact form), it 
might be relevant to your use case to authenticate the user first to reduce the risk of 
receiving spam or encrypted malicious data. 

● Authenticate the message by verifying the user signature. You can use the user 
signature to authenticate the origin of the encrypted data. Depending on your user case 
this signature could be used as your primary or a secondary authentication factor. 

● Use the signature verification to prevent spam. Similarly you can also use the user 
signature to prevent spam, by allowing only a certain quota of encrypted messages to be 
sent for a given user key. 

 
● Use the signature verification to prevent CSRF. You can also prevent cross site 

request forgery by checking for the user signature since it is not something an attacker in 
the blind can forge. 

 
● Check against existing encrypted data to prevent form replay. If an attacker could 

capture the encrypted data, they could also possibly send it back to the server a second 
time. If this is an issue for your use case you could check if a given armored message 
has been sent before. 

● Apply regular web application best practices: for example you must make sure the 
data storage is secure, does not leak, provide backups, sufficient authorization checks 
and logging are in place, etc. 
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Decrypting the data 
 
Since the OpenPGP is interoperable, decrypting the data can be done in multiple ways. A 
simple scenario would be for the recipient to download the data and decrypt by the using 
GnuPG. One could also imagine more complex scenarios where the encrypted data is sent to 
another web service where the signature is verified, and content is decrypted, validated and 
loaded in another database. 
 
The only limitation, as explained earlier, lies in the fact that there is no guarantee that the data 
contained in the encrypted message is in the valid format and not malicious. With traditional 
forms this validity check is performed using server side validation. With this solution this 
responsibility is shifted to the client. 
 

 
Fig. Example using Mailvelope to decrypt a json encoded form submission 
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Alternatively a JavaScript command line tool that uses the task runner Grunt is provided to 
speed up the process of decrypting html forms and rendering them into a safe to display 
sandbox. 
 

grunt decrypt\ 

 --seckey=tests/fixtures/keys/0C3C3F1B.sec.asc\ 

 --pubkey=tests/fixtures/keys/5D9B054F.sec.asc\ 

 --origin=tests/fixtures/data/\ 

 --destination=tests/tmp\ 

 

 
The following options are available: 
 

Option Type  

--seckey String A file path where the key for signing is located. 

--pubkey String A file path where the public key of the form data sender is 
located. If no public key is provided signature check will 
be skipped. 

--passphrase String A the passphrase to decrypt the signing key if needed. If 
key is encrypted and passphrase is empty a password 
prompt will be shown. 

--origin String A directory where the origin html forms are located 

--destination String A directory where the minified and signed for will be 
placed. 
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--clean Boolean Weather you want to delete the destination folder prior 
build. 

 

Security considerations 

● Verify the user signature. Prior to using the decrypted content the recipient must verify 
the form sender signature. This will help authenticate the message and make sure it was 
not tampered with. 

 
● Verify that the form data match the form definition. Using the form definition the 

recipient can verify that each required field is present, and that they match the expected 
format. 

 
● Do not save on file / run the decrypted content by default, this is especially important 

if your form allow to upload files, you must first validate that the file data is in the right 
format and does not contain any malicious executable. 

 
● Do not render HTML by default. Similarly if your form data-enctype is set to use HTML, 

do not render the HTML without sanitizing it first. Most likely blocking HTTP requests 
from decrypted messages is a goal and that goal can be achieved using DOMPurify. 

 
● When rendering HTML Disable loading of remote content and inline execution of 

javascript/css. If you are displaying the HTML in a browser (for example to allow the 
recipient to print the form results), it must be rendered it in a secure sandbox, such as an 
iframe with sandbox property and/or a very strict Content Security Policy set to disable 
any inline / remote JavaScript / CSS execution. 

 
 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Security-Policy" content="default-src 'self'; 

style-src 'self' 'unsafe-inline'; img-src 'self' data:;"> 

 
Fig. Example of CSP to disable remote content loading in a sandbox 
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